
Nuts and bolts:

Here’s how Living Healthy works. Then we’ll get into
more specifics:

•     You and your spouse can each earn up to $250 by
participating in Living Healthy. And that means
your family can earn up to $500 simply by making
healthy decisions everyday!  Plus, you’ll have better
health for a lifetime — the ultimate reward.

•     For taking your health risk assessment
on our website, you can earn $70
next year toward your premium
refund when you include important
biometric information.

•     For each of the six two-month Challenges,
      you can earn $30 per Challenge, for a total
      of up to $180 for the year.

•     The six different Wellness Challenges focus on
important components of wellness like physical
activity, nutrition, getting appropriate sleep,
managing stress, etc.

•     Please visit our website at www.dmba.com later this
year for more information about the 2015 program.

Online tools for better health:
•     Our website also includes two important tools

for better health!  Log in and then from the Living
Healthy tab at the top of the page, choose either
Medical Profiles or Suggestions for Prevention.

      We encourage you to check out these tools as you
strive for better health!

More about your Health Risk Assessment:

•     Your health risk assessment is geared toward your
total well-being rather than just your physical
health.

•     In fact, the assessment, which is available online,
gathers data on your health history, emotional and
social health, as well as your lifestyle — stress,

            exercise, eating habits, community
            involvement, and so forth.

          • You’ll receive a personal report that
            identifies health risks and recommends
            actions to improve, or at least maintain,
      your health.  The report can also support
            you in your well-being journey as you
            incorporate healthy behaviors.

• So why the assessment? Our model addresses
           the major areas of total well-being:

            — social health

            — life evaluation

            — emotional health

            — physical health

            — healthy behavior

            — work environment

•     By answering simple questions, your assessment
becomes a tool to help you better understand your
lifestyle and its effects on your health.

      It helps you identify areas in your life you can
improve, as well as reveal health risk factors you
may not be aware of.
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Participate in Living Healthy!
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At Deseret Mutual, part of our mission is to improve your health.  And our Living Healthy Wellness Program will help you get
there!  Plus, you and your spouse can each earn a premium refund based on your individual participation.
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•     It also gives you a baseline, or starting point, to
compare your current behaviors to healthy
behaviors.  And the assessment helps you set goals
for improving your health now and in the future.

•     We ask you to include important biometric
information because these numbers can detect
problems from the start.  So it’s important to have
this information on hand when you complete the
assessment.

•     Biometric information includes your blood
pressure, blood glucose level, complete cholesterol
profile — including your HDL (good cholesterol),
LDL (bad cholesterol), and triglycerides — plus
height and weight.

•     Please keep in mind, your assessment is completely
confidential; it’s just for you! But our nurses are
always available if you have questions or concerns
about your individual report.

Keep in mind:
•     To get your biometric information for your personal

assessment, you don’t necessarily have to have an
appointment with your physician.  But if it’s been a
while for you, it might be a good idea to check in.

•     You can ask your doctor to request some basic lab
work to give you the numbers you need.  Or you
may be able to participate in a health fair in your
community to get the information.

•     Please remember to follow the guidelines of your
medical plan when it comes to the timing of
physicals and lifestyle screenings.

•     Remember, we’re increasing critical benefits for
preventive care services. So if it’s time for your
routine physical exam, we encourage you to take
advantage of these benefits next year.

Living Healthy ‘Challenges’:
•     The six two-month Challenges are designed to

motivate, encourage, and reward you for making
healthy lifestyle choices.

•     The goals of each Challenge are broad in nature for
a reason!  We’re all in different places on the
wellness continuum.  And because wellness is
personal and individual, we encourage YOU to use
the guidelines of each Challenge to build a goal
that’s best for you.

•     And again, each Challenge is worth $30, for a total
of $180 for the year.

•     You must register for the wellness program on our
website site at www.dmba.com.

•     And even though you can register anytime during
the year, you’ll only receive credit for the
Challenges you complete after you register.  So do
it early in the year!  Of course, if you’re currently
registered for the program, you’re automatically
registered for next year.

•     You must complete at least 75% of each Challenge
to receive credit toward your premium refund.

•     Information about each Wellness Challenge will be
sent to you.

•     Be sure to download or hang on to the instructions
and Wellness Challenge calendars to record your
progress.  And then at the end of each Challenge,
report your success at www.dmba.com.

Involve your family:
•     Of course, we encourage all family members to get

involved in Living Healthy!  So pass along the
benefits of good nutrition and physical activity to
your children whenever you can!

•     But remember, only you and your spouse are
eligible for the premium refund!
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